
Irish-Swiss food business Aryzta announced its quarterly results this
morning, in which the firm saw total revenue for its fiscal Q1 fall
20.3% to €672.6m. Taking a closer look, European business was
down over 19% to €333.3m for the period, with volumes in the
region over 15% lower year-on-year. Similarly, Aryzta's US business
saw a roughly 21% fall in revenue to €282.5m, with the final €56.8m
coming from its 'rest of world' arm, seeing a 20.3% drop from this
time last year.
"The next steps of Aryzta's journey back to improved performance,
reduced complexity and the empowerment of local teams has
commenced" said CEO Urs Jordi. "Our new business model changes
to a simpler country focus model with deeper customer
relationships. This will lead to organic growth, lower costs and
improved margins, and all of this guided by the significantly
enhanced bakery, financial and turnaround experience at
governance and operational level" he added.
The company, which makes McDonald's burger buns and Cuisine de
France bread, recently rejected a proposition from Elliot Capitol
Advisors, who were potentially looking at acquiring the company for
an indicative price of CHF0.80 per share. Despite this potential bid
being at a notable premium to today's price of CHF0.675, it was
swiftly denied by shareholders. Shares are over 37% lower YTD,
Covid-19 and significant debt issues being the main drivers of this
move, we are remaining on the sidelines with regard to this
particular stock, for the time being.
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Equities: Indices in Europe almost a full percent higher this morning, as a general risk-on
sentiment pushes risk assets higher. Chinese Manufacturing data came in overnight at a beat
of expectations, while news has emerged over Moderna applying for emergency use of their
successful vaccine, helping boost investor sentiment. VIX lower on Tuesday to $20.22,
approaching its lowest levels since February.
Currencies: The Dollar continues its grind lower on Tuesday, EUR/USD yesterday having
reached its highest price in three months briefly before finishing lower on the session. Vaccine
optimism has weighed on the Dollar as of late, with the latest news from Moderna only serving
as another reason for traders to sell the greenback. Brexit will be in focus for the coming days,
GBP mixed but relatively quiet this morning as market participants wait for further clarity.
Safe-havens: Gold bouncing somewhat this morning, just over a percent higher to $1,800
after what has been a significant underperformance for the safe-haven over recent weeks. It
must be noted that Bitcoin has gained 74% over the past 6 weeks alone, and has likely seen
large inflows that gold would have traditionally seen. We would expect gold to benefit when the
cryptocurrency inevitably pulls back, at least in the short-medium term. 
Looking ahead: At 15:00 Irish time we will see the release of 'ISM Manufacturing PMI' data
from the US, expected to come in at 57.9 for November, below last month's 59.3 result but well
above the 50.0 expansionary/contractionary border. This afternoon and again tomorrow we
will see Fed Chair Powell testify. NFP data on Friday from the US will be in focus also.

Aryzta

Mortgages in Ireland
October was Ireland's busiest month for mortgage approvals since
the Banking and Payments Federation Ireland (BPFI) began to
record the data in 2011. Across the country, 5,207 mortgages were
approved in October, with first-time buyers making up 58.4% of the
total volume, at 3,041. Mover purchasers came in at 1,267, or 24.3%
of the overall figure.
The BPFI stated that the number of mortgages approved has risen
by 12.7% on a monthly basis and by 15.4% when compared with the
same period one year prior. Similarly, the value of the mortgages
themselves were 11.8% higher month-on-month, but a robust
22.9% on an annual basis.
"Even though mortgage approvals are down by 19 per cent in
volume terms and 14 per cent in value terms in the first ten months
of 2020 compared with the same period in 2019, continued uplift in
approval activity in October represents a strong pipeline for
drawdown activity as we move into 2021 which can help feed into
an overall recovery in the economy in the year ahead" said Brian
Hayes, BPFI chief executive.


